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unESCo’s justification for 
the question raised on 
the lack of accountability 
in the field of education!

Editor’s Desk

AvinASh ChAndrA
Editor

T  he United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) has recently released 
the ‘Global Education Monitoring 
(GEM) Report’ for the year 2017-18 
that throws light on the scenario of 
school education globally. Despite its 
intentions to cover global trends and 
outlook, this report focuses significantly 
on the state of education in India. The 
theme of the report ‘Accountability in 
Education: Meeting Our Commitments’ 
is appropriate for the situation in Indian 
education space. The report raises 
questions on teacher absenteeism and 
highlights the lack of accountability 
as the reason for the compromised 
state of education in many countries 
including India.

According to the report, one-fifth 
of the total population in India is still 
unable to read or write.  Despite the 
implementation of the RTE Act, 12 
million children are still out of school. 
Such dismal performance is a matter 

of great concern for policymakers 
and thought leaders 
of the country. This is, 

however, not the first time 
when questions about 

government responsibility 
and teacher accountability 

has been raised. Civil society 
organisations and researchers 

like Professor Geeta Gandhi 
Kingdon from the Institute 

of Education at the University 
of London have consistently 

questioned teacher attendance 
and the quality of education 

imparted. According to World Bank 

statistics,  25% of the teachers were 
found absent on any given day in a 
government school, and only 50% were 
found teaching. 

As per the data collected by Karthik 
Muralidharan, a student of the University 
of California, teacher absenteeism varies 
across states in India. 15% of teachers 
were found absent in Maharashtra and 
42% in Jharkhand. He estimated this 
absenteeism to cost us a staggering $1.5 
billion per year which is approximately 
Rs 100 crores! 

The reasons for teacher absenteeism 
in schools is even more surprising. It is 
believed that teachers are absent due to 
the allocation of non-academic duties 
such as the implementation of the mid-
day meal program, census, vaccinations, 
and electoral commitments.  While the 
reasons cited by the government are 
slightly different and include factors 
such as illness, the distance of the 
school from their homes, the absence 
of transportation services, deputation 
in a school different than preferred 
and engagement in social and political 
activities. Although, such widespread 
teacher absenteeism does not affect the 
teacher’s salary.

Through the analysis presented 
in the World Bank and now, the  
UNESCO report, the government and 
policymakers should understand that 
the millennium education goals cannot 
be achieved only by constructing schools 
and appointing teachers or through 
increments. If we seek to provide quality 
education, it is necessary to take into 
consideration the responsibilities that 
the teacher’s shoulder.
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Successful stepping stone 
towards holistic School 
Empowerment Program
Dear members,

It was a successful quarter for NISA, 
and now we are at a point where we 
see ourselves come close to imagining 
a meta-picture of one of our core 
objectives—quality improvement 
for Budget Private Schools (BPS). 
Through the September issue of NISA 
Namaskar, I had shared our plans for 
our school empowerment programme, 
UDAAN, and I urged all schools to 
come together in the campaign for 
quality improvement. I am delighted 
to announce that, during the third 
quarter, under the leadership of Mr 
Madhusudhan and in partnership 
with Gray Matters India, we launched 
UDAAN and successfully enrolled over 
24,000 students from 303 schools 
and 14 states to conduct the National 
Analytical Aptitude Test (NAAT).

The objective of UDAAN is to 
integrate assessments, provide 
ongoing mentorship and scholarships 
for selected students. The programme 
will also provide a comprehensive 
school improvement plan for the 
participating schools. During the third 
quarter, we received an overwhelming 
response and excellent support from 
schools all over the country. The 
programme corroborates a belief that 
many hold—quality education in 
schools is the foundation for building a 
resourceful young India. And we believe 
BPS across India play an important role 
in improving the quality of education 
for those at the bottom of the pyramid.  

NAAT, a part of UDAAN, is an 
assessment test of students’ learning 
outcomes, conducted for the first time 
in 2017. Over 1,200 NISA member 
schools expressed an interest to 
participate.  Out of the 24,826 enrolled 

From NISA Secretariat

S r thomAS AntonY
NISA Co-ordinator

The three states with the highest 
student enrollments will also receive 
recognition and excellence awards.

Allow me to urge you once again 
to work with us to achieve our shared 
goal of quality improvement and to 
make the necessary effort to make the 
upcoming quarter better than before. 
Let’s commit ourselves to make UDAAN 
our pillar programme and to raise NISA 
school quality bar and set an example 
for others to follow!

National Analytical Aptitide Test

from 53 schools).
In the fourth quarter, we plan to roll 
phase 2 of the assessment programme, 
NAAT 2018, for which we have identified 
90 schools. Through December 2017, 
we shared NAAT-2017 results with all 
schools, finalised the constitution of 
examination centres and informed 
schools of the students who qualified 
for NAAT-2018. These 90 schools will 
serve as pilot schools for NISA Holistic 
School Empowerment Program (HSEP). 
These schools will become model 
schools to understand how low-cost 
private schools can play a vital role in 
Indian education system.

We plan to conduct NAAT-2018 
on 28 January and announce results 
by 5 March. The award ceremony—to 
recognise and appreciate winners—will 
be held in the last week of April 2018 in 
New Delhi.  Participating schools, with 
student enrollment over 100, 200, 300 
and 400 will receive a gold, platinum 
and ruby certificate of appreciation. 

students, the highest participation 
was from Andhra Pradesh with 11,863 
students from 109 schools followed 
by Haryana (6,078 students from 77 
schools), and Telangana (3,062 students 

303
Schools

participated

14
states

1,238
schools

expressed
interest

5 January 2018
results

24,826
Total enrolment

11,863 Andhra pradesh

     6,078 haryana 

   3,062 Telangana
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KuLbhuShAn ShArmA
President, NISA

President’s Message

Ensuring safety of vulnerable sections of 
society is a paramount responsibility of 
every civilised state. In the context of the 
Indian state, the protection of children, 
women and minorities is a crucial 
responsibility of the government and 
the society at large. There are significant 
hurdles in the safety of women due to 
a pervasive paternalistic code which is 
approved even by a substantial section 
of women and almost all men. Security of 
minorities, mainly Muslims & Christians, 
is threatened by a growing number of 
Hindutva forces. But there is no such 
hurdle in securing the safety of children 
except the lax government machinery, 
corruption, and crude and primitive 
methods of investigation by the law and 
order machinery. Government wakes up 
only in a panic reaction when national 
channels take up an issue day and night 
as in the Nirbhaya case in 2012 and Ryan 
incident in 2017.

There are strong legal and 
constitutional provisions and guidelines 
issued by the Union Government to 
ensure the safety of school children. 
Article 21 of the Constitution of 
India includes the right of free and 
compulsory education, and any 
harassment, discrimination or corporal 
punishment violates the freedom and 
dignity of a child and amounts to the 
abuse of his/her right to education and 
thus a violation of Article 21. Article 39(e) 
directs the state that “…The tender age 
of children are not abused.” Article 39(f ) 
directs the state to ensure that “children 
are given opportunities and facilities 
to develop in a healthy manner and in 
conditions of freedom and dignity and 
that childhood and youth are protected 
against exploitation and against moral 

and material abandonment.” Indian 
Penal Code Sections 305, 323, 325, 326, 
352, 354, 506 and 509 are also meant to 
ensure the safety of children. Section 88 
and 89 no more protect teachers giving 
corporal punishment because of various 
court decisions. There was, therefore, no 
need of a panic reaction in the face of the 
Ryan incident but a measured response 
and active probe into the event instead 
of a botched and corrupt investigation 
as done by Haryana police according 
to CBI. What is needed is guidance and 
supportive, practical reform measures 
and not using one incident as an excuse 
to display government’s hostile attitude 
toward private schools.

Safety guidelines, framed in the 
wake of Ryan incident, are a result of a 
panic reaction and drawn out with the 
Ryan incident in mind the assumption 
that  the bus conductor murdered 
Pradyuman. These guidelines have 
some serious flaws:

Safety Rules and guidelines have 
been framed keeping in view elite 
schools spread over an area of acres 
of land ignoring the fact that vast 
majority of the schools in the country 
are functioning in an area less than 1000 
sq. yards. Therefore, there cannot be the 
same kind of safety rules and guidelines 
for both large and small schools.

There should be no distinction 
between government schools and 
private schools on the issue of safety 
and protection of children. Safety 
rules and guidelines have to be 
implemented in stages by all schools, 
both government and private, and 
timelines for achieving safety rules and 
guidelines must be the same for both 
government and private schools.

it’s time to keep safe and 
be safe — School Safety 
Concerns and ryan incident
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However, there are specific rules 
which cannot be complied with 
immediately because of their financial 
implications. Installation of CCTV 
cameras and fire safety equipment is 
capital intensive, requiring financial 
investment over one lakh, which small 
schools, with an area of less than 500 sq. 
yards, cannot easily afford and should 
be given sufficient time for compliance. 
Other measures ID Cards for students, 
staff and parents should be made 
compulsory only from next session and 
not in the middle of the academic year.

Some of the instructions regarding 
school buses are impractical—for 
example, each bus is required to have 
a driver, conductor, parent, a lady 
attendant, teacher and in case, ladies 
are not available, the appointment of 
transgenders. Allotting non-academic 
duties to teachers is highly undesirable. 
As regards GPS, speed governors and 
CCTV, it should be made compulsory for 
bus manufacturers to have these items 
inbuilt in the school buses. A restriction 
of on bus speed to 30 km/hr maximum is 
also unreasonable as it will increase the 

Safety rules and guidelines 
have been framed keeping 
in view elite schools spread 
over an area of acres of land 
ignoring the fact that vast 
majority of the schools in the 
country are functioning in an 
area less than 1000 sq. yards. 
therefore, there cannot be 
the same kind of safety rules 
and guidelines for both large 
and small schools.

transport time for children. The condition 
of hiring drivers with at least five years 
experience is impractical and does not 
take into account the existing supply of 
such drivers. If the conductor is a lady, 
then the presence of a lady attendant or 
a lady teacher should not be necessary. 
Moreover, the rule that all construction 
or repair work should be done after 
school hours is also impractical.

In a nutshell, what is required is 
that rules for safety should be same for 
government and private schools with a 
similar timeline for implementation. There 
should be separate rules for the schools 
with an area of less than 1000 sq. yards and 
the rules should be practical. Wherever 
financial expenditure is involved, banks 
should be advised to grant a loan on easy 
terms to the small schools.
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The Times of India has launched 
a generous scholarship for 400 

students to access quality higher 
education “to nurture the next 
generation of APJ Abdul Kalams”. 
Laudable as such benefactions are, 
to achieve scale against our teeming 
population young people’s opportunity 
to access good education and achieve 
their potential should not depend 
on philanthropy, but be the duty of a 
responsible and just government.

The way of giving government 
funding can alter the fortunes of India’s 

A scholarship for everyone: 
Why school vouchers are the 
best way to give india’s children 
access to quality education

children. Specifically, direct benefit 
transfer (DBT) or school voucher to 
parents would be a scholarship to every 
eligible child, enabling him/her to attend 
any school of their choice whose fee is 
upto the monetary value specified on 
the voucher.

Equally importantly, voucher 
funding would make India’s lax 
government schools and teachers 
more accountable by linking a  
school’s funding (and thus teacher 
salaries) to its ability to attract and  
retain children.

Editor’s Pick

ProF. gEEtA gAndhi 
Kingdon
University College, London
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Under the current funding structure, 
far from retaining children, government 
elementary schools have been emptying 
at an alarming rate: official DISE data 
show that between 2011 and 2016, total 
enrolment in government schools fell 
by 13 million and that in private schools 
rose by 17.5 million. This exodus has 
rendered many government schools 
pedagogically and economically 
unviable, with 40% of all government 
schools now having fewer than 50 
students in total!

Under DBT, the government gives 
a voucher – a promissory note – of a 
given monetary value, to the parent 
of each eligible child. If the voucher 
is fixed at, say, Rs 500 per month, the 
parent can admit their child in any 
school that charges fees up to that 
amount, but she can also supplement 
the voucher from her own pocket 
to avail a higher fee school, if she so 
wishes. Parents can choose any type 
of institution, ie private, aided or 
government school.

Many countries have used school 
vouchers to good effect, eg Colombia, 
Chile, the Netherlands, New Zealand, US, 
etc. Under a universal DBT scheme, all 
children are eligible for a school voucher, 
while under a targeted scheme, only 
designated groups would be eligible, eg. 
children of ‘economically weaker sections’.

the power of vouchers is that 
a voucher-bearing parent, 
like a fee-paying parent, can 
hold the school accountable 
because she has the power 
to deprive the school of its 
revenue by taking her child 
(and thus the voucher) away 
to a different school, if she is 
dissatisfied with the quality/ 
effort of a school. 

This kind of public scholarship 
to children is a radically different 
way of funding education. Presently 
government grant goes directly to 
schools, but under a voucher scheme 
it would go indirectly to schools via 
parents. Secondly, vouchers represent a 
per-student grant to schools, rather than 
the current ‘block grant’ whereby each 
government-funded school gets a lump 
sum (usually equal to its total teacher-
salary bill) irrespective of the number of 
children in the school – which is a major 
cause of inefficiency.

The power of vouchers is that a 
voucher-bearing parent, like a fee-
paying parent, can hold the school 
accountable because she has the power 
to deprive the school of its revenue by 
taking her child (and thus the voucher) 
away to a different school, if she is 
dissatisfied with the quality/ effort of a 
school. Under voucher funding, schools 
are compelled to compete with each 
other to attract children, and thus have 
to give good results.

A voucher scheme can also be made 
an agent of greater equity in education, 
with the voucher value being set inverse 
to family income, ie with poorer children 
getting higher value vouchers, instead of 
a uniform voucher value for all children.

The government has two main 
objections to DBT in education. The 
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first is its belief that in backward rural 
areas private schools will not come 
up, even with the lure of government 
voucher funding. However, this fear is 
unfounded. National Sample Survey 
data 2014-15 show that median fee in 
private unaided elementary schools 
was Rs 292 pm in rural and Rs 542 pm 
in urban India, and that 25% children 
in unaided schools of India paid a ‘total 
course fee’ of less than Rs 200 pm (57% 
paid less than Rs 500 pm, 82% paid less 
than Rs 1,000 pm and a mere 3.6% paid 
more than Rs 2,500 pm). Given that 
25% private school managers charge 
less than Rs 200 pm, even a relatively 
low value voucher of Rs 500 pm will 
represent untold riches in remote rural 
areas, and is likely to produce a strong 
supply-side response.

MHRD’s second problem with DBT 
funding of schools is that the many 
emptying government schools – with 
their few enrolled students – would 
get too little revenue under voucher 
funding to pay their current teachers. 
Here, the central government and 
many state governments are already 
contemplating school ‘consolidation’, ie 
merging the tiny government schools 
with bigger government schools 
nearby, and redeploying teachers from 
under-enrolled to over-enrolled schools.

While in the transition phase there 
may be a glut of teachers to be paid 
above the voucher revenue, with natural 
wastage (retirement), the problem will 
disappear over time. Another solution 
may be to set a different voucher 
amount for government schools and 

a different one for private schools 
since government schools’ per pupil 
expenditure in 2017-18 is around Rs 
2,500 pm in primary and Rs 3,300 pm in 
upper-primary classes (see Tamil Nadu’s 
July 2017 gazette), which is several times 
the median private school fee level.

Knotty problems require bold 
solutions. Tinkering at the edges of 
the system is simply not going to 
improve the quality of schooling, 
nor will the provision of good inputs 
(infrastructure and trained staff) do 
the job. The elephant in the room is 
school and teacher accountability, and 
DBT voucher funding tackles that while 
also providing a scholarship to all the 
children of India.

This article was first published in The 
Times of India Blog on 12 September 2017.
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SEEthA
Independent Journalist

last week, a news report that niTi Aayog ceo Amitabh Kant had said schools, colleges and jails should be handed over to the private 
sector quite predictably set off a kerfuffle. Most people were scandalised about what they perceived as a call to privatise education. it 

forced Kant to clarify that he was only talking about the private sector being involved in the physical infrastructure of schools.

Private sector in education: 
never mind Amitabh Kant’s u-turn; it’s 

time we seriously debated the idea

But what is wrong with getting the 
private sector more involved in the 

academic aspects of education? It is not 
as if it is not already present. And it is 
not as if it is doing a terrible job of it. On 
the other hand, parents appear to be 
leaning more towards it. Let’s just focus 

on school education since that is what 
evokes more emotional responses to 
any increased private sector role.

Data from the Unified District 
Information System for Education 
(UDISE) shows enrolment in private 
schools increasing and that in 

government schools falling. In 2013-
14, the enrolment in private schools 
in Class I to VIII was 35.81 percent; in 
2015-16, it was 37.95 percent. The 
data for government schools shows 
a decline from 61.32 percent to 59.44 
percent. Geeta Gandhi Kingdon of the 
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University College London has shown 
that the enrolment share of private 
schools, on average, has doubled from 
15.1 percent in 2005 to 31.4 percent in 
2014. She also gives figures of close to 
18,000 government schools in Rajasthan 
with less than 20 children and 4,000 in 
Maharashtra and 3,000 in Chhattisgarh 
with less than 10 students.

Now the well-off don’t send their 
children to government schools; only 
low income people do. So why are they 
preferring private schools (where they 
will have to shell out money) to free 
government schools?

Because the former give value for 
money, Kingdon notes. Mining data 
from NGO Pratham’s Annual Status 
of Education Report (ASER) between 
2010 and 2014, she shows that private 
schools are outperforming government 
schools in learning levels of students. 
Children in Standard IV who can do 
at least subtraction was 55.1 percent 
in government schools in 2010 and 
dropped to 32.3 percent in 2014. Children 
in Class V who can do division dropped 
from 33.9 percent to 20.7 percent over 
the same period.

There was a decline in the case of 
private schools also, but at higher levels. 
Children in Standard IV who can do at 
least subtraction was 67.7 percent in 2010 
and 59.3 percent in 2014. Children in 
Standard V who can do division was 44.2 
percent in 2010 and 39.3 percent in 2014. 
She has similar findings for reading levels.

Take infrastructure. The UDISE data 
shows that regardless of the level of school 
– primary, upper primary or combinations 
of these with other levels – private schools 
have, on average, more classrooms than 
government schools. Ditto with average 
number of teachers; the only exception is 
upper primary with secondary and higher 
secondary, where the average number 
of teachers in government schools is 
higher than private schools. In fact, after 
a dip from 5.2 to 5 between 2010-11 and 
2011-12, the average number of teachers 
in primary classes in private schools has 
risen steadily and stands at 5.3 in 2015-16. 

the debate over whether 
or not education is a public 

good will continue till 
eternity, but even if it is 

conceded that only primary 
education is a public good 
requiring the government 

to provide it, why is it so 
difficult to accept that there 

can be a different method of 
delivery and this should be 

encouraged?

On the other hand, the average number 
of teachers in government schools 
remained at 2.8 between 2010-11 and 
2014-15 and dipped to 2.7 in 2015-16.

All this when, as Kingdon shows, the 
government per pupil expenditure far 
outstrips private per pupil expenditure 
by anything from two times to 12 times, 
across states.

Okay, so let’s not hand over 
education entirely to the private sector 
(Kant was really speaking about public-
private partnerships), but it is time to 
accept that role of the government in 
education needs to change.

The debate over whether or not 
education is a public good will continue 
till eternity, but even if it is conceded that 
only primary education is a public good 
requiring the government to provide it, 
why is it so difficult to accept that there 
can be a different method of delivery and 
this should be encouraged?

It is not clear if Public-Private 
Partnerships (PPPs) will work, if the 
private party has to take on the baggage 
of unionised government school teachers 
and other employees. A Hindustan 
Times editorial noted that the Rajasthan 
government planned to hand over 70,000 
schools to the private sector but had to 
drop the idea because of resistance from 
teachers. PPPs can also be tricky to design 
and could end up as murky deals.

A better way would be to end the 
licence raj in education. Schools require 
multiple licences from state and local 
authorities, including an ‘essentiality 
certificate’ which says the school is 
needed in the area it plans to be in. 
State governments want to regulate 
and cap fees. The Right to Education Act, 
2009, stipulates infrastructure norms 
for schools, teacher qualifications and 
salary, whether or not they are practical 
to follow.

These affect all schools but end 
up practically killing budget private 
schools, which cater to the section that 
sends children to government schools. 
These schools disprove the criticism that 
private education is unaffordable (would 
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parents withdraw their children from 
free government schools and sending 
them to these schools if that were the 
case?) In a chapter in Report on Budget 
Private Schools in India 2017, Kingdon 
points out that 70 percent to 85 percent 
of children studying in private unaided 
schools in low income states paid fees 
of less than Rs 500 a month. She also 
shows that the average median annual 
school fee is around 10.2 percent of the 
annual minimum wage of daily wage 
workers. A further point she makes is 
that, on an average, 26 percent of rural 
private school monthly fee is below the 
minimum wage of individual states.

The criticism against budget private 
schools is that they are little more than 
teaching shops, functioning out of 
ill-equipped premises in congested 
localities. To expect schools functioning 
out of, and catering to, low income 
neighbourhoods to have spacious 
buildings and latest equipment is 

unrealistic. This is not to deny the 
criticism. The National Independent 
Schools Alliance acknowledges that 
there are some rotten eggs and is 
trying to address this. But should an 
entire sector be written off because of 
a few outliers?

Allowing more private schools to 
emerge will provide competition to 
government schools as well. Right now, 
teachers have no incentive to perform 
well because their jobs are protected. 
But if the migration from government 
schools to private budget schools 
continues and the number of students 
drops below an economic level, state 
governments will have little choice to 
close them down. This possibility will 
force teachers and principals to focus 
on their performance.

Will this mean government washing 
its hands off primary education? It 
need not. The Centre for Civil Society 
has been advocating funding students 

not schools, which means giving 
students cash to go to the school of 
their choice. The provision in the RTE 
Act for schools reserving 25 percent 
of seats for students from low income 
backgrounds is supposed to do this, but 
is riddled with problems. It involves the 
government reimbursing the school, 
and has given rise to a number of scams. 
It may be far better to work out a system 
of reimbursing the parents of students 
instead. The chances of their gaming 
the system will be less; if they are willing 
to forgo free education for their children 
and pay from their own pockets for 
private education, they clearly value 
education and are unlikely to blow up 
the money on non-essentials.

How to operationalise this is what 
education policy should focus on. And 
the demonisation of private schools 
needs to stop.

This article was first published in the 
Firstpost on 1 August 2017. 
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Imagine you are a young, idealistic 
person and you start a private school. 

You hire inspired teachers like yourself. 
The school does well and gets a nice 
reputation. Then a new law, the Right 
to Education Act (RTE) comes in 2010. 
It mandates parity with teacher salaries 
in government schools. You are forced 
to triple your teachers’ salaries to Rs 
25,000 per month. Even Doon School 
has to raise its salaries. The law also 
insists that 25% of your students must 
come from poor families. Although 
the government is expected to cover 
fees of the poor, it pays only a partial 
amount or none at all. Fees of the 75% 
students rise steeply to cover the costs 
of both factors. Soon, teacher salaries 

Shouldn’t mess  
with private school fees

rise again to Rs 35,000 as mandated by 
the pay commission. Again, you have to 
raise  your student fees.

Parents are angry now with 
the constantly rising fees and ‘fee 
control’, becomes a political issue. The 
government steps in with a new law to 
control this rising in the student fees. 
Gujarat, for example, caps the fee at 
Rs 1,250 per month for primary and 
Rs 2,300 for high schools. Tamil Nadu, 
Rajasthan, Punjab also have fee caps and 
Uttar Pradesh and Delhi are considering 
one. Your school’s survival is threatened 
because fees will not cover your costs. 
You have three choices. You can either 
bribe the school inspector, who is 
happy to show you how to fudge your 

accounts; or you can severely cut back on 
the quality of your school programmes; 
or you close down. Ironically, you had 
supported the RTE law, which raised 
teacher salaries and gave the poor a 
chance for a good education. Since 
you are an honest person and won’t 
compromise on quality, you are forced 
to close down your school.

Parents are devastated. The 
widespread clamour for fee control 
results in the closure of good schools. 
As a parent, your choice now is to send 
your child to a government school 
or an inferior private school. Most 
parents won’t opt for a government 
school — although it offers free 
tuition, textbooks, uniforms, school 

Education

 GURCHARAN DAS
Public Intellectual, Author, Commentator
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bags, meals — because teachers are 
frequently absent or are not teaching. 
This is why even children of the poor 
have been abandoning government 
schools. Between 2011-15, enrolment in 
government schools fell by 1.1 crore and 
rose in private schools by 1.6 crore, as per 
government’s DISE (District Information 
System for Education) data.

Capping fees is a form of price control, 
which used to be a ubiquitous feature of 
our socialist days under Nehru and Indira 
Gandhi. It only created huge shortages 
and a black economy. The Soviet Union 
also collapsed partly because of price 
controls. But we have come a long way 
since then. Hence, it is curious that this 
damaging idea has become a political 
issue. Only 18% of private schools charge 
fees higher than Rs 1,000 per month and 
3.6% charge more than Rs 2,500 a month. 
So, where are the votes? Narendra Modi 
knows this and has privately expressed 
his reservations against fee caps. He 
realises that there is vigorous competition 
between private schools, especially in 
cities, and this has kept private schools 
fees low — the national median fee 
today is only Rs 417 per month. You don’t 
need fee control because competition 
keeps the prices low. Moreover, state 
governments spend two to three times 
per child in state schools than the fee cap.

What then is the answer? It lies, in 
the Self-Financed Independent Schools 
Act 2017 of Andhra Pradesh, which 
encourages private schools to open, 
gives them freedom of admission and 
fees, and removes corruption from board 
affiliation. To the Andhra model, we 
should add a requirement for extensive 
disclosure on each school’s website 
— giving all fees, staff qualifications, 
details of infrastructure, strengths and 
weaknesses — everything that a parent 
wants to know before selecting a school. 
With competition, fee control then 
becomes unnecessary.

Private schools have played a 
vital role in keeping India afloat in the 
past seventy years. Their alumni have 
filled the top ranks of professions, civil 
services and business. Their leadership 
has made India a world class software 
power. The government should focus on 
improving government schools rather 
than messing with the fees of private 
schools. As citizens, we should drop this 
sinister demand for fee control. Instead, 
let us sing along with Nat King Cole, 
who expresses nicely our attitude to 
private schools: ‘Sometimes I love you, 
sometimes I hate you. But when I hate 
you, it’s because I love you.’

This article was first published in Dainik 
Bhaskar on 7 September 2017.

the widespread clamour 
for fee control results in the 
closure of good schools. 
As a parent, your choice 
now is to send your child 
to a government school or 
an inferior private school. 
most parents won’t opt for 
a government school — 
although it offers free tuition, 
textbooks, uniforms, school 
bags, meals — because 
teachers are frequently 
absent or are not teaching. 
this is why even children 
of the poor have been 
abandoning government 
schools. between 2011-15, 
enrolment in government 
schools fell by 1.1 crore and 
rose in private schools by 1.6 
crore, as per government’s 
diSE (district information 
System for Education) data.
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The government spends a minimum 
of Rs 25,000 per child per year 

in school. Despite this, government 
schools fail to provide quality education, 
thanks to a broken delivery system.

India’s problems are very large 
with a population of 1.3 billion, a GDP 
of 1.51 lakh crore, 1 billion people 
earning 2 dollars and less per day, 30% 
children malnourished, Infant Mortality 
Rate of 45 per 1000 live births and a 
Maternal Mortality Rate of 175 per 
1,00,000 live births. These challenges 
can be solved only by the government 
which collects 18% of the GDP in 
form of taxes. The total spending by 

Among multitude 
of problems, 
fix education 
system first

The government itself admits that it saved rs 60,000 crore by 
using Aadhaar, showing the huge leakage in the system.

  tv mohAndAS PAi
Chairman of Manipal Global Education

state and centre per year is Rs 40 lakh 
crore. India has adequate resources to 
meet the minimal needs of people but 
the key issues are the effectiveness 
of spending, low productivity of 
government spending and corruption 
of the system. In many facets of 
government work, the many earmarked 
does not reach the beneficiary or is  ill-
spent. The government itself admits 
that it saved Rs 60,000 crore by using 
Aadhaar, showing the huge leakage in 
the system. If one looks at the leakage 
per year and takes it over the last 10 
years, the amount will be very large.

Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR) by business and philanthropy by 
individuals can never be a substitute 
for government spending in social 
welfare, as no corporate or individual 
can ever match the government’s reach 
in terms of the staff or the money it 
has. The governments, both state and 
centre employ over 2.5 crore people. 
Therefore, what private initiatives can 
do is only a small drop in the ocean 
and we should be careful not to have 
high expectations on them.  They are 
never solutions to India’s challenges. 
Even when individuals pledge to give 
half their wealth, it does not mean 
spending half the wealth on public 

Education
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the system to competition and empower 
citizens directly by making government 
as one among the service providers and 
not the exclusive one. In many areas, the 
government plays three primary roles: 
as a policy maker for making policy for 
all citizens - which it does fairly well; as 
a regulator to ensure quality services 
and reach- where the record is average; 
as a service provider where the record is 
abysmally bad. The major reason being 
the roles getting mixed up over the 
process, with the government neither 
unable to regulate its own institutions 
nor to ensure compliance to standards, 
contributing to other providers leading 
to rent seeking and thereby corrupting 
the system. As a service provider, 
mechanisms to ensure quality service is 
poor, adequate oversight is missing and 
there is a lack of focus.

The service provision part of the 
government is where the challenge 
is. This can only be fixed by greater 
competition and empowering citizens 
directly as it has been done by the Direct 
Benefits Transfer (DBT). If citizens are 
economically strong, they will go to a 
service provider of their choice – either 
government or private. If the citizen is 
economically weak or poor, they will 
be forced to go to government service 
providers, where a large number is of 
low quality. This is why government 
servants themselves put their children 
into private schools, mainly patronise 
private hospitals, fly in private airlines 
and generally do not use much of the 
services the government provides. 
The government passing a law asking 
government employees to mandatorily 
admit their children to government 
schools, go to government hospitals and 
use government services as opposed 
to their private counterparts can be 
the solution to the problem. This too 
might improve quality. While CSR and 
philanthropy are good to have, they 
are not a complete solution to India’s 
challenges.

This article was first published in the 
Deccan Chronicle on 26 November 2017.

the government spends a 
minimum of rs 25,000 per 
child per year in school. 
despite this, government 
schools fail to provide quality 
education, thanks to a broken 
delivery system.

welfare but creating institutions like 
trusts to park their wealth, somehow 
control the institution and spend part of 
income on public spending. If somebody 
pledges to give away Rs 10,000  crores, it 
mostly means that they will create a trust 
where the money is kept and it may earn 
500-600 crores in returns as the spending 
maybe 400-500 crores per year.

The real solution is to make 
sure the government spending is 
effective. For example, in the health 
sector, particularity for tertiary care, 
the government can have a universal 
health insurance, giving the power to 
the citizens to go for treatment to any 
hospital of his/her choice. This will foster 
competition, empower citizens and 
decrease cost and also create capacity 
as the size of the market expands due 
to better buying power. If government 
hospitals too are made into trusts and 
charge the patients for treatment on a 
fully insured basis, quality of government 
hospitals will go up and the survival will 
depend not on government grants but 
their ability to provide good services and 
attract patients who need their care.

Today, there are huge complaints 
about government schools failing to 
provide quality education, and it is 
not because the government spends 
less for the sector. Across India, it 
costs a minimum of 25,000 for the 
government to educate a child per 
year in school. Despite this spending, 
teacher absenteeism is high, scholastic 
achievement is low and there are no 
signs of improvement. Spending keeps 
on increasing year after year while results 
decline. If these students were given 
vouchers which entitle them to pay the 
same amount as fee in any school of their 
choice, government schools will have 
to attract students by providing better 
teaching, the situation will change.

We are faced with a broken 
government delivery system, increasing 
costs, corruption, low productivity and 
increasing spending with the poor being 
hostages to government employees. The 
only way to reverse this trend is to open up 
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A classroom today is no longer 
confined to its four walls with 

a conventional blackboard. Thanks 
to technology, education in India is 
evolving from slates to tablets. Books 
have manifested into digital avatars. 
Interactive classrooms with audio 
visual tools are slowly but steadily 
turning into a reality, making classes 
multidimensional.

While innovations on the 
technology side have aided in 
increased access to knowledge 
sources, the need for innovations 
to enhance school quality – be it in 
the form of school transformation 

for Affordable Private Schools to 
reflect on this very need and initiate 
a dialogue to find solutions.

Setting the context for the 
evening, Ms. Smita Sircar, Innovation 
Director - edLABS and ecosystem, 
Gray Matters Capital highlighted the 
two major challenges faced by India’s 
education system:

gaps in Education impacting 
Learning outcomes

India continues to fare badly in the 
Annual Status of Education Report 
(ASER) that measures overall learning 

Education

methodologies, curriculum and 
21st century skill building solutions, 
infrastructure building and subject 
focused solutions – is felt more than 
ever before today by Affordable 
Private Schools (APS) in India.

Affordable Private Schools are those 
schools which charge students a fee of 
less than Rs. 1,500 (US$ 25) per month.

With “Innovations in Education” 
as its theme, the first edition of the 
Annual Lecture Discussion Series’ 
was presented by Centre for Civil 
Society and Gray Matters Capital in 
Delhi on 12th November, 2017. The 
event aimed to provide a platform 

vArun C bhAgAth 
Wordsmith, Story Seller | Strategic Communications Consultant

Embracing quality through 
innovations in education
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How should education be imparted 
to students? 
How can the learning system be 
adapted to the child and not the 
other way round?
How can education contribute to 
job relevant skills for the future?

While the challenges do exist, 
Mr. Joe J Iarocci, Chairperson, Gray 
Matters Capital urged the audience 
comprising representatives of member 
associations of National Independent 
Schools Alliance (NISA); education 
solution providers and investors, to 
look at the situation with a positive 
lens. Emphasizing on his organization’s 
laser-focus on education in India and 
the vision of providing education to 
100 million women for making them 
lead a purposeful life, Joe suggested 
that stakeholders tackle the existent 
challenges in India’s education system 
like entrepreneurs.

Education is the most 
powerful means of social 
and economic empowerment 
and we at Gray Matters 
Capital repose our faith 
in entrepreneurs and 
enterprises in the form of 
investment capital to bring 
about this change.

level among Indian school students, 
highlighting the challenges in  
school education.  

For a country with near-universal 
enrolment in elementary schools (Class 
I-VIII), the learning outcomes in terms of 
42% Class V students not being able to 
read Class II level text books and nearly 
47% of Class VIII students not being 
able to perform simple division clearly 
manifest systemic issues in the way 
education is imparted.

the ominous Employability 
Crisis that is imminent

With more than half the population being 
below the age of 26 and an estimated 250 
million people entering the workforce by 
2030; the prevalent gaps and inefficacies 
in the country’s education system 
could potentially lead to a national 
employability crisis. Add to it the threat 
posed by hyper automation that could 
wipe out the jobs which exist today.

Given these challenges, private 
schools which account for 23% of Indian 
schools and over 35% of total enrolled 
students are beset with finding answers 
to the following questions:

With more than half the 
population being below the 
age of 26 and an estimated 
250 million people entering 
the workforce by 2030; 
the prevalent gaps and 
inefficacies in the country’s 
education system could 
potentially lead to a 
national employability 
crisis. Add to it the threat 
posed by hyper automation 
that could wipe out the 
jobs which exist today.
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the Focus on the 
Positives

Quality Knowledge Sources 
through mobile Access

We have ushered in the era of ‘On-
demand’ knowledge with students 
being able to access courseware, online 
teachers via videos and podcasts or any 
information they seek with a veritable 
click of a button or a tap on their tablet 
or mobile phone.

Mr. R.V. Balasubramaniam Iyer, 
Vice President - Reliance Jio Infocomm 
Ltd, who was the guest speaker for 
the evening, focused his talk on Jio 
changing the face of education in India 
with cloud ready, multilingual, audio 
visual enabled, secure and encrypted 
delivery platforms for education 
content that have immense potential 
for creating tangible impact at the 
bottom-of-the-pyramid.

He made a special announcement 
of NISA’s quarterly magazine – NISA 
NAMASKAR being made accessible 
to over 1.5 million Jio subscribers via 
JioMags.

Societal Platforms for 
Students, teachers and 
School Leadership

Prof. Shashi Nair, Program Director, 
Shiksha Lokam, who joined the 
event through a pre-recorded video, 
emphasized on school leadership 
being the second largest factor in 
determining learning outcomes.

He threw light on existing societal 
platforms such as Nandan Nilekani’s 

social venture Ek Step – a collaborative 
platform launched in 2015 to reimagine 
learning opportunities for every child 
and the National Teacher Platform – a 
self-learning module based platform 
for teachers to improve their teaching 
efficacy and getting certified.

Shiksha Lokam, which has been 
launched this month, would not 
just provide access to free digital 
interactive content, but also a platform 
that would provide reference models 
anchored in evidence based work for 
schools to adopt and customize to 
their specific needs.

the Quest for Quality

The highpoint of the event was a 
panel discussion chaired by Ms. Ragini 
Chaudhary - India CEO, Gray Matters 
Capital on enhancing school quality 
and how to implement it in the APS 
ecosystem. The panel consisted of 
Mr. Kulbhushan Sharma (President, 
National independent School Alliance 
and President of Private Schools 
Association - Haryana), Mr. Anurag Vaish 

(Partner - FinalMile Consulting), Ms. 
Chitra Ravi (Founder & CEO, Chrysalis) 
and Mr. Ashok Thakur (Founder & 
Principal, Muni International School) as 
the panelists.

Ms. Ragini Chaudhary 
contextualized the discussion by 
outlining how the stress on scoring 
high marks for getting admissions 
into colleges is causing a hindrance 
for schools in their quest to impart all 
round qualitative education.

Ms. Chitra Ravi opened the 
discussion by beautifully defining 
‘Quality’ as a continuous quest for 
answers to 3 questions:

‘Why do we as educational 
institutes exist?’
‘What should we be teaching and 
co-learning in schools?’ and
‘How to provide education by 
making it fun and touching the 
soul of the child?’

She was of the opinion that while 
systemic changes had to be made at the 
policy level, true school transformation 
can take place when schools at the 
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micro level initiate changes such as 
assessment methodologies and by 
designing a system that makes self-
directed learners. 

One such institution which has 
put into effect nearly 40 innovative 
methodologies leading to school 
transformation has been Muni 
International School. Its Founder and 
Principal, Mr. Ashok Thakur emphasized 
on the importance of curriculums 
centred round building confidence 
in every child, fostering the habit of 
questioning and facilitating guided 
knowledge discovery to be key elements 
to enhancing school quality.

Mr. Anurag Vaish based his 
opinions on the behavioural aspects of 
stakeholders. His research highlighted 
the existence of “Zero Dissatisfaction” 
in the system leading to the lack of 
demand for quality education from 
students, teachers and schools. While 
there is indeed an absolute need for it, 
all stakeholders are consumed in their 
pursuit for marks alone that is taking 
the focus away from attaining more 
tangible results in the form of building 
21st century life skills. Speaking about 
self-learning platforms, he observed that 
kids are excited about accessing digital 
platforms but most of these platforms 
haven’t been designed for stickiness 
resulting in lack of commitment.

Representing National Independent 
School Alliance (NISA) and expressing 
his views on behalf of over 55,000 
private schools of India, Mr. Kulbhushan 
Sharma, was in agreement with Ms. 
Ragini Chaudhary’s views on the 
systemic problem of school quality 
being sacrificed at the altar of preparing 
students for scoring high marks in 
board examinations for admission into 
universities. He believed that schools 
today have taken cognizance of the need 
for quality and are taking the initiative to 
work on it ground-up.

He also spoke about the school 
transformation projects undertaken 
in 6 private schools under NISA with 

the support of Gray Matters Capital. 
He expressed confidence of measures 
like these setting in motion a wave 
of change for more schools to come 
forward and take ownership to 
enhance quality.

Collaboration of vision

All in all, the first edition of the Annual 
Lecture Discussion Series was reflective 
and revelatory in equal measure. Most 
importantly, it infused an attitude 
of positivity for collaborating on a 
common vision towards adopting 
the best practices for enhancing  
school quality.

Will schools be successful in their 
quest for quality? It is for time to tell, but 
for the moment, it did leave the school 
leadership inspired to take the first step 
towards meaningfully changing the 
future of education.

Let’s hope the answer to Ken 
Robinson’s TED talk video “Do schools 
kill creativity?” is a resounding ‘No!’ in the 
days to come!

(Watch the video of the Annual 
Lecture Discussion Series on the 
Facebook page of Centre for Civil Society) 

This article was first published in Linkedin 
on 23 November 2017.

... the existence of “Zero 
dissatisfaction” in the 
system leading to the 
lack of demand for 
quality education from 
students, teachers and 
schools. While there is 
indeed an absolute need 
for it, all stakeholders 
are consumed in their 
pursuit for marks alone 
that is taking the focus 
away from attaining 
more tangible results in 
the form of building 21st 
century life skills.
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I’m not a parent,
Not in the present, 
neither have I been one in the past!
This is a plea, or a hope!
Probably not the last…
But I have been a kid, rather a carefree one,
knowing nothing of being harassed!
Didn’t know what actually went in the background, 
to make me the person I am.
Looking back I can sense all my creators had to bear,
Just to ensure I’m not a miscast!
But I’m not a parent, not yet!

i am not a 
parent, but mine 
ensured that i’m 
not a miscast!

i am not a 
parent, but mine 
ensured that i’m 
not a miscast!
  NITESH ANAND
    Advocacy Associate, Centre for Civil Society

Besides, everybody is already aware of 
the creative-yet-useless ways in which 
the Education Department wastes 
our money. 

However,  I indeed will mention 
a critical observation about Indian 
parents. HSBC’s Global report, titled 
“The value of Education: Higher & 
Higher”, says that 49% Indian parents 
perceive that happiness in life is the 
ultimate goal for their children. My 
parents wanted happiness for me, even 
though they invested a lot of money in 
my education and yet let me live the life 
of my choice working with nonprofits, 
sometimes in villages or even in the 
remote Himalayas. They knew that 
the real value for money would come 
from my happiness and self-awareness, 
which was a quality I derived from my 
parents and my education. 

I am sure all parents want a  life of 
choice and liberty for their children. 
We are probably getting a lot closer 
to exercising effective choice now was 
the supply expands. However, back 
then—and true for some even today—
our parents continued to invest in 
a system that offered few options. 
Going forward, we need to create an 
environment that enables real value 
for every penny invested by parents by 
creating a system that supports parents 
through information and funds and not 
the one that monopolises control in the 
hands of a few.

Education

people refer to it) of the country. 
Now working in the non-profit 
space, I realise that we could have 
probably been “beneficiaries” 
for state aid. If I were a school 
student in 2018, over thirteen 
thousand rupees would have 
been required annually for my 
elementary education. The amount 
only increases as one moves to 
secondary and higher education. 

Ensuring good education 
was a priority for my family. Despite us 
always featuring on the neighborhood 
Kirana stores’ debtor list, I continued to 
have shiny shoes and new books. Not 
constrained by our financial conditions, 
my parents valued education and 
invested a reasonable sum of money 
for our schooling—like millions of 
disadvantaged parents today. It is when 
you explore the motivations behind the 
considerable monetary “sacrifice” from 
their meager income, do you realize that 
parents are aware and know how critical 
it is to educate their child. Although 
they may have been economically poor, 
educationally backward and financially 
debt-ridden, they had our well-being as 
their foremost priority and consciously 
took informed decisions to invest in 
better schools. At this point, I would not 
even discuss the government system 
just because if any service dissatisfies 
the users, it is a classic case of wasted 
money and missed opportunities. 

I, Nitesh, come from a family of 
educators—Both of my grandfather 

were Principals in different government 
schools, and my maternal grandmother 
was a teacher in a neighbourhood 
school. This was still a time when teachers’ 
salaries used to be inversely proportional 
to the efforts put in by them and the 
respect they received in return. 

My childhood is filled with 
memories of people, of all age, visiting 
my grandparents often to express their 
gratitude for being such marvellous 
teachers and for being role models for 
them. Having grown up surrounded by 
books, intellectual conversations and 
through time spent at school—like any 
metropolitan—I never thought how 
difficult it might have been for my parents 
to ensure quality education for me. 

I come from a lower-middle class 
family and from one of the most 
backward states (or BIMARU as some 
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It is a challenge to spot a student in 
Germany who perceives education 

as a burden. The search for a such a 
student became an integral part of my 
trip to Germany where I participated 
in an international workshop on ‘Crisis 
in Education - A liberal way forward’. 
The purpose of this workshop was to 
create a platform to foster interactive 
discussions between people working in 

different areas of education, from public 
policy to developing innovative games, 
between twenty-six participants from 
sixteen different countries.

During my two weeks in Germany, I 
had the opportunity to engage in a few 
discussions with students while visiting 
some schools in Germany. In all these 
interactions, I often asked a question 
we ask young students in India: what 

do you want to become when you 
grow up? In India, the answers we 
usually get reflect parents’ influence in 
the chosen career choices.  Children 
are often found to be preoccupied with 
the aspirations of their parents, and 
their answers echo ‘socially accepted’ 
‘status symbols’. Children aspire to be 
doctors, engineers, and civil servants 
even before finishing their primary 

S r thomAS AntonY
NISA Co-ordinator

Choice in education and profession
— Lessons from germany

Education
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education. Although such aspirations are 
welcome, the problem lies in the fact that 
children are not encouraged to explore 
their potential. Emphasis is not laid on 
a child’s unique capabilities; instead, 
they are conditioned to choose what 
is acceptable to the established norms 
of society. Thus, despite having unique 
abilities and interest areas, children 
remain restricted to what parents want 
for them, rather than what they want for 
themselves. The freedom to choose what 
they want to be in life is seised away from 
our children.

The answers I got from German 
students were in contrast to the scenario 
in India and demonstrated the attitude 
towards the conditions they grew 
within. The responses were thoughtful 
and seemed to be honest reflections 
with some students even unsure of what 
they wanted to be. Some responded that 
they would make their career plans once 
they finished their schooling. This is an 
achievement in itself - an environment 
that promotes thought and empowers 
the students with the essential freedom 
of choice, which is also their right.

I found the dual education system, 
established as a critical component of 
the education system in Germany, to be 
the most exciting feature. The system 
has evolved since the enactment of the 
Vocational Training Act, 1969; modified 
in 2005. The Act allowed for provision 
for vocational training to members of 
various guilds through apprenticeship to 
ensure the creation of a skilled workforce 
for industrial development. With the 
passage of time, the Vocational Training 
Act was codified and standardised, which 
further laid the foundation of the dual 
education system. The system provides 
an opportunity to the student to be 
simultaneously trained in a company and 
avail education at a vocational school 
to learn both trade specific lessons and 
general training on subjects like politics, 
economics, religion, and sports. Both 
public education programs and firm-
specific apprenticeships complement 
and reinforce each other to sustain and 

strengthen the dual education system. 
My experience of conversing with 
students reflected the appropriateness 
of the system as students make 
informed career choices and pick their 
profession that suits their aptitude and 
interests. Through the time spent in a 
vocational school, they were exposed 
to real-time experiences which added 
to their exposure. It is also beneficial for 
professional growth as the company that 
trains is predisposed to hire them.

This education system in Germany 
enables the students to learn subjects 
of choice but also in tandem with the 
needs of the economy. Excess of either—
students trained in theory or students 
taught vocational courses—can be 
difficult both for the graduates and the 
economy. Education systems that do not 
take this into cognisance may result in 
youth unemployment or jobs that do not 
match one’s aptitude. 

The seamless arrangement between 
different stakeholders is a result of 
cooperation and shared responsibility 
between the state, firms, and unions and 
through the development of policies 
that keep the interests of the learner in 
the centre—some of the virtues that 
many liberal thinkers often promote and 
that India needs to tread on. 

i found the dual education 
system, established as 

a critical component of 
the education system in 

germany, to be the most 
exciting feature. the 

system has evolved since 
the enactment of the 

vocational training Act, 
1969; modified in 2005. the 

Act allowed for provision 
for vocational training to 

members of various guilds 
through apprenticeship 

to ensure the creation of 
a skilled workforce for 

industrial development.
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niSA ACtivitiES
nAAt launch program in Srinagar
Date: 5 October 2017
Venue:   Sher-i-Kashmir, Centre

NISA State association of Kashmir Joint Committee of Private Schools organised 
a state level conference on the occasion of International Teacher’s Day. The 
objective of the conference was to share the Policy challenges faced by budget 
private schools. The conference was graced by Hon Education Minister Mr. 
Altaf Bhukari, Ambassador Slovenia Mr. Jozef Drofenik, education secretaries 
and school leaders from Jammu and Kashmir. NISA launched NAAT program 
during the conference and started the NAAT registration drive in Kashmir. 

NISA Communique

madhya Pradesh niSA State meeting at gwalior 
Date:  8 October 2017
Venue: Galav Sabhaghar, Gwalior

NISA state association Gwalior Private Schools Samiti (PSAS)
organised a meeting at Gwalior. The conference was presided 
over by Mr. Sunil Oliya, PSAS and by NISA president Kulbhushan 
Sharma, Amit Chandra (Policy Advisor NISA) and all District heads 
of PSAS. The conference highlighted charter of demands, which 
include exempting private schools from commercial laws, labour 
laws, ensure single window clearance system.

telengana Self Esteem meeting   
Date: 6 October 2017
Venue: Karimnagar

NISA Telengana State Association- TRSMA (Telengana Recognised Schools Management Association) formed Joint 
Action Committee of all educational institutions from KG to PG to strengthen the Self Esteem Movement. Association 
also organised a huge gathering with more than 15000 school leaders and teachers. The gathering raised their concerns 
against the government and its policies which are impractical and leading to harassment and corrupt practices against 
Private Education Institutions. 

10th Anniversary of All india Catholic Education Policy
Date:  24 October 2017
Venue:  Recreation center, St Xavier’s School, Delhi

All India catholic schools association organised a conference on All India 
Catholic Education Policy 2007 and marked their ten years of intervention 
and execution of policy ideas. The Catholic association invited NISA 
President Kulbhushan Sharma and Secretary Parth J Shah for the conference. 
Both represented the National coalition as well and discussed about the 
challenges faced by the private schools and also possibilities of cooperation 
with catholic schools association in bringing policy reforms in education. 
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niSA mid-term meet
Date: 12 November 2017
Venue:  Metro View, Karol Bagh, Delhi

NISA hosted a 2-day Midterm Strategy Planning Meet with 
its Executive Council and members from 11 November to 12 
November 2017. The meet was organised in Metro view, Karol 
bagh, Delhi. The day one of the meet was dedicated to discuss 
the issues of Budget Private Schools and update the annual plan 
for the year. On day two all the NISA members participated in the 
National School Choice National Conference.

discussion on direct benefit transfer with Journalists
Date:  10 November 2017
Venue:  Conference Room, National Union of  Journalists, Delhi

NISA States association leaders participated in the Pizza Policy organised by 
Centre for Civil Society. The theme for discussion was Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) 
– how DBT would enable competition among schools to attract students and 
funds, thereby requiring schools to be more responsive to student’s needs. The 
members addressed the journalists and responded the queries related with DBT. 

meeting with Secretary Education, mhrd mr. Anil Swarup
Date: 29 November 2017
Venue: Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi

NISA members had a meeting with Mr. Anil Swarup, Secretary Education-MHRD 
and discussed about the challenges faced by the Budget Private Schools across the 
country and submitted the charter of demands for better education policy. 

delegation of Educators from Afghanistan
Date: 2-3 January 2018
Venue: Conference Hall, NISA Secretariat, New Delhi

This December,  NISA hosted a delegation of educators 
from Afghanistan for a dialogue organised by the Asia 
Foundation and supported by USAID. The delegation 
included school-owners of budget-private schools, 
representatives from government ministries of 
Afghanistan, and educationists. The two-day engagement 
addressed the challenges, innovations, and the need 
for reforms in education in India, especially concerning 
budget-private schools. The delegation also visited 
three member schools of NISA in Delhi to see first-hand 
the workings, challenges and possibilities of budget 
private schools in improving access to and the quality of 
education amongst low-income communities in India.
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Edudoc 2017: An international Short Film 
Competition
Date:  11 November 2017
Venue:  India Habitat Centre, New Delhi

NISA in collaboration with Centre for Civil Society organised 
EduDoc - International short film competition. The theme for 
2017 was “Education: Challenges, Innovations, Celebrations”. 
We received 1924 film entries from 111 countries and the top 5 
winners were announced and awarded on 12 November 2017 at 
India Habitat Centre, New Delhi.

The winning films can be found at the youtube channel  
/ccsindiatv

We will be opening the call for next edition soon!

meeting with iEA’s international Association for the 
Evaluation of Educational Achievement 
Date:  15 December 2017
Venue:  Hotel Le Meridian, New Delhi

NISA Team had a meeting with Paulína Koršňáková, Senior Research and 
Liaison Advisor IEA’s and discussed on the role of Budget Private Schools 
in India and also to understand possible venues for collaboration to 
support the research  to learn about the context of education in India.

niSA quality committee 
and campaign committee meetings
Date:  19 December 2017
Venue: JHT, Greater Kailash, New Delhi

NISA hosted a day long workshop with GMC 
on how to enhance the quality of NISA schools. 
During the workshop quality charter was also 
drafted which covers all important parameters 
of school improvement. The plan was 
discussed for a school assessment and targeted 
intervention in the respective schools.
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niSA nAmASKAr SubSCriPtion Form

niSA mEmbErShiP Form

bEnEFitS to thE ASSoCiAtionS
  Joining an alliance that provides a national voice, advocating for the interest of budget private schools

  Opportunity to spread awareness about the need for associations 

  Reputation-building for the association at a national and international level 

  Exposure and opportunities to learn from the best practices of other member associations from different states 

  Latest information about education developments, new legislations, policies, regulations, amendments and related issues

   Direct contact with colleagues across the country and throughout the nation - an open gateway to people and resources 
that help make schools even better 

  Through a nationwide advocacy campaign, access to legal aid to protect interests of associations

   Representation on a national citizenry platform that advocates for fewer regulations and greater transparency from the 
government, media, academics and international organizations

  Updates on important cases from alliance officers and staff who attend meetings with governments 

niSA mEmbErShiP Form For ASSoCiAtion

Name of Association: 

Name of President/Head of the Association: 

Phone Number:                                                                           E-mail ID: 

Postal Address of Association/ Head of the Association (Whichever is applicable): 

Website:

Yes, I wish to be a member of National Independent Schools Alliance (NISA) 
Fill in the above form and send it to NISA Secretariat, A-69, Hauz Khas, New Delhi– 110016 
For more information, call: +91 9899485667; 011 2653 7456 E-mail: nisa@ccs.in Website: www.nisaindia.org

Please complete the form below and send it to: niSA Secretariat, A-69, hauz Khas, new delhi- 110016 

Name: 

Phone Number:                                                                        Email ID: 

Address: 

Pin Code:                                                    Country: 

Occupation: 

Mode of Payment: Cash:                                Cheque:                     Net Banking:
For net banking, transfer the amount at :  A/C No.-  412102010057920

Union Bank of India, Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019 
IFSC Code: UBIN0541214

Yearly Subscription Amount:  INR 500
For payment via cheque, please enclose cheque/DD in favour of NISA Education, payable at Delhi for INR 500
For further queries, subscription or advertisement related, contact:  nisa@ccs.in; 91 9899485667; 011 2653 7456

SubSCriPtion Form For niSA nAmASKAr
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Name of Association: 

Name of President/Head of the Association: 

Phone Number:                                                                           E-mail ID: 

Postal Address of Association/ Head of the Association (Whichever is applicable): 

Website:

Yes, I wish to be a member of National Independent Schools Alliance (NISA) 
Fill in the above form and send it to NISA Secretariat, A-69, Hauz Khas, New Delhi– 110016 
For more information, call: +91 9899485667; 011 2653 7456 E-mail: nisa@ccs.in Website: www.nisaindia.org

niSA nAmASKAr SubSCriPtion Form

niSA mEmbErShiP Form

bEnEFitS to thE ASSoCiAtionS
  Joining an alliance that provides a national voice, advocating for the interest of budget private schools

  Opportunity to spread awareness about the need for associations 

  Reputation-building for the association at a national and international level 

  Exposure and opportunities to learn from the best practices of other member associations from different states 

  Latest information about education developments, new legislations, policies, regulations, amendments and related issues

   Direct contact with colleagues across the country and throughout the nation - an open gateway to people and resources 
that help make schools even better 

  Through a nationwide advocacy campaign, access to legal aid to protect interests of associations

   Representation on a national citizenry platform that advocates for fewer regulations and greater transparency from the 
government, media, academics and international organizations

  Updates on important cases from alliance officers and staff who attend meetings with governments 

niSA mEmbErShiP Form For ASSoCiAtion

Please complete the form below and send it to: niSA Secretariat, A-69, hauz Khas, new delhi- 110016 

Name: 

Phone Number:                                                                        Email ID: 

Address: 

Pin Code:                                                    Country: 

Occupation: 

Mode of Payment: Cash:                                Cheque:                     Net Banking:
For net banking, transfer the amount at :  A/C No.-  412102010057920

Union Bank of India, Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019 
IFSC Code: UBIN0541214

Yearly Subscription Amount:  INR 500
For payment via cheque, please enclose cheque/DD in favour of NISA Education, payable at Delhi for INR 500
For further queries, subscription or advertisement related, contact:  nisa@ccs.in; 91 9899485667; 011 2653 7456

SubSCriPtion Form For niSA nAmASKAr
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niSA Association members

NISA Members

mr KriShnA rEddY

Andhra Pradesh 
Unaided Schools 

Management 
Association,  

ANDHRA PRADESH

mr PAnKAJ dAS

All Assam Private 
Schools Association, 

ASSAM

mS nAnditA miShrA

Byktigata Vidyalaya 
Samannayrakshee, 

ASSAM

mr PrAdEEP ShuKLA

Chandigarh Private 
Schools Association - 

Village, 
CHANDIGARH

mS EKtA SodhA

Jamnagar Private 
Schools Association, 

GUJARAT

mr dEEPAK rAJguru

Self Finance School 
Management, 

GUJARAT

mr KuLbhuShAn ShArmA

Federation of Private 
Schools Association, 

HARYANA

mr rAvi AZtA

Himachal Pradesh Private 
Schools Management 

Association,  
HIMACHAL PRADESH

mr h S mAmiK

Independent  
Schools Association, 

CHANDIGARH

mr rAJESh mALhotrA

Delhi Independent 
Schools Association, 

DELHI

mr PrEmChAnd dESWAL

Private Land Public 
Schools Association, 

NEW DELHI

mS APArnA PArLEKAr 

All Goa Government 
Recognized Unaided 
Schools Association, 

GOA
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mr SuniL oLiYA

Gwalior Private Schools 
Association Samiti, 
MADHYA PRADESH

mr AniL dhuPur

Unaided CBSE  
Schools-Indore,  

MADHYA PRADESH

mr rAJEndrA Singh

Independent English 
Schools Association, 

MAHARASTRA

mr.bhArAt mALiK

Private Unaided 
Schools Management 

Association, 
MAHARASTRA

mr AJAY guPtA

Joint Committee of 
Private Schools, 

JAMMU

mr ShAShi KumAr

KAMS-Associated 
Management of English 

Medium Schools, 
KARNATAKA

mr g n vAr

Joint Committee of 
Private Schools, 

KASHMIR

mr rAmAdAS KAdirur

All Kerala Self Financing 
Schools Federation, 

KERALA

mr KuLWAnt rAi ShArmA

Recognized and 
Affilited Schools 

Association Jalandhar, 
PUNJAB

mr KuLvir ChAnd

Punjab Independent 
Schools Alliance, 
Nakodar, PUNJAB

mr KodArAm bAdhur

Private Schools 
Association, Bikaner, 

RAJASTHAN

mr SAthiAmoorthY

Association of  
Private Schools 

Management CBSE, 
TAMIL NADU



mr mArtin KEnnEdY 

Tamilnadu Nursery 
Primary & Matric 

Higher Secondary 
School Managements 

Association

mr mAdhuSudhAn

Telengana Recognized 
Schools Management 
Association, Telengana

mr AtuL SrivAStAv

Association of Private 
Schools- Lucknow,  

Uttar Pradesh

mr PrAvin AgArWAL

Public School 
Development Society- 
Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh

mr SubA Singh

Private Schools 
Management 
Association, 

UTTARAKHAND

mr AniL ChoPrA

C.B.S.E Affiliated Schools 
Association, jallandhar, 

DOBHA

mr bithungo KiKon

President,  
All Nagaland Private 
School Association


